Creative Classrooms Lab

Year 2, Czech Republic
Scenario: School to school collaboration
ZĎ Dr. E. Beneše
A school-year-long project

ZŠ a MŠ Drietoma, Slovak Republic
- Two projects
- Classrooms, students
- Added value of tablets
Everything flies even without feathers

Physics
mechanism of flying
making paper planes
measuring distances, velocity
making manual
via eTwinning, resp. Twinspace
Different types of tablets
The same age of students
Phases of scenario

Dream: a topic, CZ, SK
Explore: manuals, different paper planes, mechanism of flying
Phases of scenario
Map: sharing, videoconference
Make: making paper planes, manuals,
Phases of scenario

Ask: flying paper planes, measuring distances, mechanism of flying
Remake: one manual together
Show: conference and videoconference, parents, partner school
Apps

- Camera
- Pirate pad
- Pic collage
- Google docs
- Twinspace
Short, different projects

ZŠ for children with special needs Bruntál, Czech republic
via iTunes U courses plus eTwinning
the same type of tablets different age of students
Halloween
- list of English words
- short English descriptions of the habit
- different types of illustrations
- a book
- more info [here](#)
Girls War

- retold an old Czech legend
- different scenes captured by camera
- making comics
- see more [here](#)
Christmas Advent Calendar
- Christmas habits in Czech and English
- sharing via Padlet
- making an interactive calendar
- more info [here](#)
Christmas Cookbook

- collecting English and Czech traditional recipes
- making a cookbook with personal info
- more info see [here](#)
Apps
- Book Creator
- Halftone
- Padlet
- Thinglink
- Facebook (adult only)